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ABSTRACT
Pre-trained language models like BERT have achieved great success
in a wide variety of NLP tasks, while the superior performance
comes with high demand in computational resources, which hin-
ders the application in low-latency IR systems. We present Twin-
BERT model for eective and ecient retrieval, which has twin-
structured BERT-like encoders to represent query and document
respectively and a crossing layer to combine the embeddings and
produce a similarity score. Dierent from BERT, where the two
input sentences are concatenated and encoded together, TwinBERT
decouples them during encoding and produces the embeddings
for query and document independently, which allows document
embeddings to be pre-computed oine and cached in memory.
ereupon, the computation le for run-time is from the query
encoding and query-document crossing only. is single change
can save large amount of computation time and resources, and
therefore signicantly improve serving eciency. Moreover, a few
well-designed network layers and training strategies are proposed
to further reduce computational cost while at the same time keep
the performance as remarkable as BERT model. Lastly, we develop
two versions of TwinBERT for retrieval and relevance tasks corre-
spondingly, and both of them achieve close or on-par performance
to BERT-Base model.
e model was trained following the teacher-student framework
and evaluated with data from one of the major search engines. Ex-
perimental results showed that the inference time was signicantly
reduced and was rstly controlled around 20ms on CPUs while at
the same time the performance gain from ne-tuned BERT-Base
model was mostly retained. Integration of the models into pro-
duction systems also demonstrated remarkable improvements on
relevance metrics with negligible inuence on latency.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Pre-trained language models such as BERT [6] and GPT [25] have
led a series of breakthroughs in a broad variety of NLP tasks in-
cluding question answering, natural language inference, sentiment
classication and others, and more impressively, they even sur-
passed human performance on some of them 1. However, to serve
these deep-structured models in a production system, besides accu-
racy, latency is also an important factor to consider. A BERT-Base
model, for instance, has 110 million parameters and 12 stacked
multi-head aention networks, which is extremely computation-
ally intensive and makes it challenging to deploy such a model in a
real-world system.
In the age of information explosion, to meet people’s informa-
tion needs, a variety of modern applications have been developed
including web search, online advertising, product recommendation,
digital assistant and personalized feed. At the heart of these sys-
tems, information retrieval (IR) plays an important role in handling
the increasingly growing volume of information. e quality of an
IR system crucially depends on the deep understanding of queries
and documents, which fundamentally is an NLP problem and could
benet from the state-of-the-art pre-trained models. However, con-
sidering the large-scale and low-latency nature of IR systems, the
long inference time of these models becomes a boleneck for their
applications in the area. Most of the prior knowledge distillation
eorts on BERT [13], [22], [30], [31] showed eectiveness in com-
pressing the complex models and reducing the inference time to a
certain degree. Nevertheless, few of them could meet the latency
requirement of IR systems.
To address the latency problem brought by the advanced NLP
techniques, this paper proposes a novel language representation
model for ecient retrieval, called TwinBERT. e model has twin-
structured BERT-like encoders to encode the query and document
respectively and a crossing layer to combine the two embeddings
and produce a similarity score. e model was evaluated using data
collected from one of the major search engines and the accuracy
performance is close to a complex BERT-Base model. More impor-
tantly, the implementation with PyTorch, although not as ecient
as C/C++ and others, showed considerable reduction in inference
time, and the average time cost on CPU over 1,000 random queries
was only around 20 milliseconds for scoring 100 documents.
Our contributions are summarized as below. 1) a twin-BERT
structure which separates BERT inputs when encoding and allows
embeddings to be pre-computed 2) an ecient retrieval model based
on cosine similarity supporting ANN search 3) an ecient relevance
1hps://gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard/
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prediction model based on residual network with performance close
to BERT-Base.
e rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
a literature review on related works. Section 3 briey introduces
the context of paid search. Section 4 discusses details of TwinBERT
including network architecture, model training and online serving.
Section 5 reports the experimental results of TwinBERT compared
to baseline models. Section 6 introduces how TwinBERT is deployed
and used in production system. In the end, Section 7 concludes the
work and lists future directions to explore.
2 RELATEDWORK
Learning Representations through Language Models
Language representations, as the building blocks of NLP models,
are impressively eective in improving model performance on NLP
tasks, and therefore have become an important research area over
the years. According to how the representations are employed in
downstream tasks, prior works in the area can be broadly grouped
into two categories: feature-based approaches and ne-tuning ap-
proaches. Word representations, sentence-based representations,
and most recently contextual word representations are three direc-
tions of the feature-based representations. Word2Vec [21], GloVe
[23] and FastText [1] focus on learning word representations and
dierent senses of a word are all combined into one vector while
Skip-thought [15], FastSent [10], ick-thought [20], Universal sen-
tence encoder [3] and other works [4], [29] extract sentence-level
representations. Unlike the previous works, ELMo [24] derives
word representation based on the entire sentence and captures
representations of words on multiple granularity by combining
vectors from intermediate layers of a multi-layer BiLSTM. All these
methods only require one round of training before used in any
downstream tasks. In recent two years, pre-trained models such
as GPT [25] and BERT [6] demonstrated superior performance. In
contrast to previous works, the representations from these models
are learned in two phases. In the rst phase, a language model is
learned in an unsupervised manner. In the second phase, the model
is ne-tuned with task-specic label data to produce representa-
tions used in downstream tasks.
BERT stands for bidirectional encoder representations from
transformers and achieved the state-of-the-art performance on a
broad variety of NLP tasks. BERT is pre-trained on a large corpus of
unlabelled text data including the entire Wikipedia and BooksCor-
pus [41]. It has two pre-training tasks: masked language model
(MLM) and next sentence prediction (NSP). MLM enforces the model
to learn parameters by optimizing the prediction of masked tokens.
To beer serve the downstream binary classication tasks such as
question answering (QA) and natural language inference (NLI), NSP
is introduced to jointly train with MLM, which requires a pair of
sentences as input. rough the multi-layer bidirectional structure,
tokens from the two sentences deeply interact with each other and
as a result, model performance is eectively improved for binary
classication tasks. As a side eect, the computational cost is also
highly increased, especially in the area of information retrieval,
where one query needs to be paired with a large number of docu-
ment candidates. BERT has overwhelming inuence and to extend
the work, a few variants have been developed including MTDNN
[18], XLNet [37], ERNIE [39], RoBERTa [19], ALBERT [16] and T5
[26].
Distilling Knowledge to Compact Models
With limited computational resources and strict latency require-
ment, expensive models such as BERT normally cannot be directly
deployed in real-world applications, and knowledge distillation
(KD) [2],[11] is typically adopted to address the issue. e idea is to
transfer the knowledge learnt from an expensive high-performance
teacher model to a compact student model without signicant per-
formance loss. In contrast to traditional machine learning tasks,
a loss function is dened on soen probabilities produced by the
teacher model instead of hard labels, which are so-called so la-
bels, and so labels supposedly have higher entropy which could
provide more information and less variance. Prior eorts in KD on
deep-structured models like BERT mainly focused on the transfer
techniques. [31] augmented the training data for distillation with
synthetic examples. BERT-PKD [30] learned distilled knowledge
from intermediate layers besides the output layer. [32] demon-
strated pre-trained student had beer performance than random
initialization. TinyBERT [13] further expanded distillation to trans-
former layers. [22] proposed teacher assistant to bridge the gap
between student and teacher. MT-DNN ensemble [17], [40] and
MKDN [38] improved the student model performance via learning
from multiple teachers.
To the best of our knowledge, none of these works have at-
tempted to decouple the two-sentence input, which could therefore
reduce the inference time complexity for two-input cases from
quadratic to linear time complexity.
3 SPONSORED SEARCH
TwinBERT is developed in the context of sponsored search. Readers
can refer to [7] for a comprehensive introduction of the topic. In
short, sponsored search engine delivers ads alongside the organic
search results. ere are oen three parties involved in the spon-
sored search ecosystem: the user, the advertiser and the search
platform. e goal of the platform is to display a list of ads that
best match user’s intent. Below is the minimum set of key concepts
for discussions that follow.
ery: A short text string that contains user’s intent. Users
enter queries in a search box to look for related informa-
tion.
Keyword: A short text string that expresses advertiser’s in-
tent. Keywords are provided by advertisers and are not
visible to end users but they are pivotal in that search
engine relies on them to match user intents.
Impression: An ad being displayed to the end user, on the
result page of the search engine.
On the backend of a paid search engine, the number of keywords
created by advertisers are typically at the scale of billions. Fast IR
techniques are rstly applied to reduce the number of keywords
to a much smaller matched subset and then sent to downstream
components, where more complex and less ecient algorithms are
used to nalize the ads to display.
To be consistent with the above context, keywords are used
instead of documents throughout the paper.
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Figure 1: TwinBERT Architecture
4 TWINBERT
e architecture of TwinBERT is presented in this section with a
few well-designed network layers to balance the eectiveness and
eciency. Other topics including model training and online serving
are also discussed in detail.
4.1 Model Architecture
As shown in Figure 1, the architecture of TwinBERT consists of two
multi-layer transformer encoders and a crossing layer to combine
the vector outputs of encoders and produce the nal output. It is
noteworthy that the parameters of the two encoders of query and
keyword could be shared or dierent. e detailed comparison of
the two styles is discussed in Section 5.
Similar to BERT model architecture, at the boom of each en-
coder is the embedding layer, where the query and keyword sen-
tences are represented separately as embeddings and then fed into
corresponding encoders. e middle part of each encoder is a stack
of transformer encoders with the same implementation as described
in [33] but a dierent seing. Following the notations in BERT,
the number of layers is denoted as L, the hidden size is H , and the
number of self-aention heads is A. In this work, the performance
is mainly reported with the following model seing: L = 6, H = 512
andA = 8 (the size of the feed-forward intermediate layer is also set
to equal to H ). e last and top layer of the encoder is the weighted
pooling layer which applies a weighted sum of the nal hidden
vectors and produces a single embedding for each input sentence.
4.2 Input Representation
In TwinBERT, the two input sentences are decoupled and encoded
separately, with each encoder only taking care of one single sen-
tence. Dierent from BERT, there is no need to introduce a separator
token [SEP] to separate the two segments and the input sequence
length is roughly reduced by half. According to [33], the per-layer
complexity of self-aention is O(n2) on sequence length and other
operations are O(n). As a result of the cut on sequence length,
the overall inference cost is correspondingly decreased. e other
classication token [CLS] in BERT is dropped in weighted-average
pooling while reserved only in classication token pooling, which
will be discussed in the pooling layer section.
For token embeddings, TwinBERT uses the tri-leer based word
embeddings introduced in [28]. Compared to the 30K dimensional
WordPiece embeddings [36] in BERT, tri-leer based embeddings
have larger vocabulary size (50K), and therefore can bear more
information for beer performance. On the other hand, they are
more ecient when extracted at inference time since the extrac-
tion of each token is independent, while WordPiece extraction is a
recursive process.
BERT embeddings are combinations of three components: to-
ken embeddings, segment embeddings and position embeddings.
While, the input of a TwinBERT encoder only contains one single
sentence and segment embeddings are unnecessary. erefore, the
input embeddings only consist of the sum of token embeddings and
position embeddings.
4.3 Pooling Layer
e output of the encoder is a sequence of vectors, each correspond-
ing to an input token with position information implied from its
index in the input sentence. To provide a unique x-length vector
representation for both inputs, a pooling layer is added to provide
a robust approach to unify all token vectors into a single sentence
level embedding. Specically, two pooling methods are experi-
mented: weighted-average pooling and classication token pooling.
Compared to standard average pooing, weighted-average pool-
ing introduces a weight to each token vector and the output is
the weighted-average of all token vectors. e weight parameters
are learned as part of the entire network. e second method is
inspired by the special classication token ([CLS]) in BERT and
is so called classication token pooling. e implementation
involves prexing the sequence with [CLS] at the input layer. e
output of encoder is simply the nal hidden vector of [CLS]. Com-
parison results of the two methods are presented in the experiment
section.
4.4 Crossing Layer
Given the sentence embeddings of query and keyword, here comes
the question: how to combine the two? Two versions of TwinBERT
are proposed to address the problem, denoted as TwinBERTcos and
TwinBERTres respectively:
Cosine similarity Cosine similarity is an intuitive approach
for combining two vectors of the same length. Formally, cosine
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similarity is dened as
cos(q, k) = q · k‖q‖ · ‖k‖ (1)
, where q and k correspond to the embedding vectors of query and
keyword. e output falls in the range of [−1, 1], while the so
targets from teacher model are between 0 and 1. In order to align
the two, an additional logistic regression layer is applied to the
cosine similarity score and convert it to [0, 1].
Cosine similarity projects the two embeddings to the same vector
space, and when both vectors are normalized, it can be easily trans-
formed into Euclidean distance. ereupon, approximate nearest
neighbor (ANN) algorithms can be naturally applied for retrieval
tasks [12].
Residual network Residual networks were rstly proposed in
[9] to solve the image recognition problem. Inspired by [27], where
residual layers were used in a non-convolutional network in the
NLP domain, they are adopted here to overcome over-ing and
gradient vanishing problems. Specically, the embeddings of query
and keyword are rst combined by a max operator and then fed
into the residual connection. e formal denition for residual
function is as follows:
y = F (x,W ,b) + x (2)
, where x is the max of query vector q and keyword vector k andF is
the mapping function from x to the residual with parametersW and
b. Using concatenation instead of max operator is another option.
Here, the motivation behind choosing max over concatenation is
that it provides a down-sampling eect and also soly maps the
two embeddings to a closer vector space.
Similarly, a logistic regression layer is applied to the output
vector of residual function y to predict the binary relevance label.
Compared to cosine similarity, the deep-structured network could
model more complex problems and therefore produce beer per-
formance, but as a tradeo, it is less ecient in computation and
cannot easily work with the ANN algorithms.
4.5 Knowledge Distillation
TwinBERT is trained following the teacher-student framework via
knowledge distillation since comparing to learning from scratch,
student models usually have beer performance [11]. For simplicity,
Google’s 12-layer BERT-Base model is ne-tuned using editorial
query-keyword relevance labels as the teacher model and is then
used to score a collection of impressed query-keyword pairs. e
logits z are outpued to generate so labels using the following
equation
yi =
exp(zi/T )∑
j exp(zj/T )
, where T is the temperature parameter controlling soness of the
labels. When T = 1, it is equivalent to standard somax function.
As T grows, the target values become soer and hence provide
more information. Specically, in TwinBERT, T is set to 2.
e cross-entropy loss function for binary classication is de-
ned as
loss = −
N∑
i=1
(yi log(pi ) + (1 − yi ) log(1 − pi ))
Online
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Figure 2: Online Serving
, whereN is the number of samples andp is the predicted probability.
It was claimed in [31] that mean squared error (MSE) produced
beer results but our experiments showed the opposite.
4.6 Online Serving
TwinBERT is designed to adopt the latest NLP breakthroughs to IR
systems, particularly the paid search engine. Figure 2 outlines the
high-level architecture of TwinBERT-based information retrieval
system.
e keywords that advertisers entered are stored in a distributed
database. As the oine process of the system, keywords are ex-
tracted from the database and represented as embeddings {kj |j <
m} through keyword-side TwinBERT encoder. For ecient re-
trieval, ANN techniques such as locality-sensitive hashing [5] and
k-d trees [8] are typically employed to improve search performance.
Specically in TwinBERT, the keyword embeddings are stored and
organized in a graph structure as described in [34].
At run-time, when a user enters a search query, the query em-
bedding q is generated on-the-y by the query-side TwinBERT
encoder and ANN search is performed to nd the top results from
the pre-built keyword indices, which are normally pre-loaded in
memory.
4
5 EXPERIMENTS
is section presents training details and experimental results of
TwinBERT models. Section 5.1 introduces the data and hyper-
parameters used in teacher and student model training. Sections
5.2 and 5.3 give evaluation results on relevance and retrieval tasks.
In the relevance experiment, a few baseline models and two versions
of TwinBERT models, TwinBERTcos and TwinBERTres which dier
in the design of the crossing layer, were evaluated. In the retrieval
experiment, where ANN was used when searching keywords in a
vector space, TwinBERTcos was picked and compared with C-DSSM
[28]. In 5.4, a few eective training strategies are discussed. 5.5
gives the overall evaluation results. Lastly, in 5.6, inference time of
TwinBERT models with dierent congurations are reported for
beer understanding on the design of TwinBERT models.
5.1 Teacher and Student Model Training
5.1.1 Training teacher model. e teacher model used in this
paper was a BERT-Base (BERT12) model ne-tuned from the un-
cased checkpoint trained and released by the authors of [6]. 5.8
million query-keyword data was used for ne-tuning. In the data,
query-keywords were given labels which indicate 4 dierent lev-
els of relevance: bad, fair, good and excellent. In the ne-tuning
process, fair, good and excellent were mapped into one level which
was non-bad and the model learnt query-keyword relevance from
binary labels (bad vs. non-bad) based on cross-entropy loss. Hyper-
parameters of ne-tuning were the same as what suggested in [6].
Batch size was set to 2, 048 and model was trained for 5 epochs.
5.1.2 Training student models. e student models in this paper
were distilled from the same teacher model. 500 million impressions
were sampled from log and scored by the teacher model to generate
so targets for student model training. In the training process of
TwinBERT, model parameters were randomly initialized and Adam
[14] was used for optimization. Training was done on four V100
GPUs and hyper-parameters were adopted from BERT pre-training
[6]: learning rate = 1e − 4, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, L2 weight decay =
0.01. e model was trained for 10 epochs with batch size set to
2, 048. e two encoders in TwinBERT models were trained with
shared parameters.
5.2 Evaluation on Relevance Task
5.2.1 Experiment setup. In the relevance experiment, C-DSSM
and 3-layer BERT (BERT3) were chosen for baseline student models.
e former proved to be eective for information retrieval tasks
and here for fair comparison, the hidden size was set to be the
same as what used in TwinBERT, which was 512. e laer, as a
student model, was used in multiple knowledge distillation works
[30], [38]. In addition, BERT3 has about 46 million parameters,
which is comparable to TwinBERT model (35 million).
To evaluate the relevance performance of teacher and student
models, two test sets were sampled from logs in a major sponsored
search system. ere are roughly 600,000 and 700,000 instances in
test set 1 and 2 respectively. e two sets were sampled from dier-
ent components in the system, so describe dierent perspectives of
query-keyword relevance in the system. Both test sets are held-out.
Table 1: ROC-AUC of dierent settings on test set 1
Token. Pos. Pooling Crossing L AUC1
1 Tri-leer
√
Weighted Cos 6 0.8883
2 Tri-leer
√
Weighted Max + Res 6 0.9010
3 Tri-leer
√
Weighted Max + Res 3 0.8994
4 Tri-leer
√
Weighted Concat + Res 6 0.8995
5 WordPiece
√
Weighted Max + Res 6 0.8987
6 Tri-leer Weighted Max + Res 6 0.8989
7 Tri-leer
√
CLS Max + Res 6 0.8897
5.2.2 Eects of Design Choices. In the design of TwinBERT, a
few choices were experimented before the model was nalized. e
results are summarized in Table 1.
Number of layers: Comparing Seing 2 vs. Seing 3 suggests
that reducing the number of layers by half results in around 0.16%
drop in performance, which is signicant when talking about hun-
dreds of millions of impressions. If latency capacity allows, it is
beer to have deeper structure.
Crossing layer: Using max to combine the query and keyword
embeddings has beer performance than the naive concatenation
with about 0.15% gain (Seing 2 vs. Seing 4). Again, it is signif-
icant considering the scale of search. Max function produces an
abstraction of the two representations of query and keyword, and
helps with the generalization.
Token embedding: Character-level trigram representation out-
performs WordPiece by 0.26% (Seing 2 vs. Seing 5). Compared
to WordPiece, trigrams could map dierent forms of a word to a
similar representation and have more dimensions. In the context of
sponsored search where query and keyword tend to have more out
of vocabulary words (e.g., typo words or invented names), these
pros are shown to be eective in boosting the performance. Besides,
character-level trigrams are more ecient at extraction.
Position embedding: In sponsored search, both the query and
keyword are oen short phrases but the order of words is still
important and meaningful for understanding. Position embedding
helps to improve the performance by about 0.23% by comparing
Seing 2 to Seing 6.
Classication token: Although in BERT, the signal from clas-
sication token hidden vector proves to be eective in many down-
stream tasks, it is less eective than weighted average when there is
a need to combine two embeddings. e dierence between Seing
7 and Seing 2 is as high as 1%, more signicant than other changes.
5.2.3 Model accuracy. Table 2 shows the ROC-AUC of Twin-
BERT models comparing with C-DSSM, BERT3 and BERT12. e
AUC comparison of dierent models is consistent on two test sets.
First of all, both TwinBERTcos and TwinBERTres outperform C-
DSSM model by 1.9% and 3.4% on test set 1 while 2.0% and 6.3% on
test set 2, which exhibits the advance of TwinBERT model’s archi-
tecture. However, the performance gap between TwinBERTcos and
TwinBERTres suggests that the current cosine version is still not
eective enough to express the interaction between query and key-
word but the more complex residual network can. Compared with
BERT3, TwinBERTres achieves higher AUC (+0.17% and +0.07%),
and most impressively, its performance is close to BERT12 with
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Table 2: ROC-AUC of TwinBERT models comparing with C-
DSSM, BERT3 and BERT12 on two test sets
Model AUC1 AUC2
C-DSSM 0.8713 0.8571
BERT3 0.8995 0.9107
TwinBERTcos 0.8883 0.8743
TwinBERTres 0.9010 0.9113
BERT12 0.9011 0.9137
Table 3: Density dierences of all 4 labels by comparing top
5 results from TwinBERTcos and C-DSSM
bad fair good excellent
-7.4% -2.6% 1.9% 18.8%
only -0.01% and -0.26% dierences, which proves the eectiveness of
TwinBERT model in distilling knowledge from a BERT-like teacher
model.
5.3 Evaluation on Retrieval Task
5.3.1 Experiment setup. In the retrieval experiment, C-DSSM
was selected as the baseline and compared with TwinBERTcos. Both
models were trained on the same training data with the same hyper-
parameters as described in the relevance experiment. e evalua-
tion was conducted in three steps. Firstly, embeddings of queries
and keywords were generated with the model, and a keyword index
was built based on the embeddings of keywords. Secondly, ANN
search was performed to nd the top results from the pre-built
keyword indices. Lastly, top N results for each query were col-
lected and nDCG (normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain) was
evaluated for each model based on the editorial labels. is time,
all 4 labels were used for evaluation. In the experiment, the query
set had 2,000 randomly sampled queries and keyword set had 100
million randomly sampled keywords. Top 5 results were collected
for nDCG evaluation.
5.3.2 Model accuracy. nDCGs of TwinBERTcos and C-DSSM at
dierent positions were presented in Figure 3. e solid lines give
the nDCGs at dierent positions for TwinBERTcos and C-DSSM
models. At all positions, TwinBERTcos is consistently beer than
C-DSSM by at least 5.3%. e dashed lines show another group of
nDCGs by converting 4-level labels back to binary label. Similarly,
TwinBERTcos outperforms C-DSSM by at least 3.6%. Both results
indicate that TwinBERTcos embeddings capture more information
about query and keyword. Table 3 gives the density dierences
of all 4 labels by comparing top 5 results from both models. e
density dierences show TwinBERTcos recalls 18.8% more excellent
and 7.4% less bad query-keywords, which proves its superiority in
retrieval tasks.
5.4 Eective Training Strategies
Two training strategies, actual label ne-tuning and asymmetric
training, were tested on top of the standard training process and will
1 2 3 4 5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
position
nDCG C-DSSM (4 labels)
TwinBERTcos (4 labels)
C-DSSM (2 labels)
TwinBERTcos (2 labels)
Figure 3: nDCGs of TwinBERTcos and C-DSSM
Table 4: ROC-AUC of TwinBERT w/ actual label ne-tuning
(FT) and asymmetric training (ASYM) on two test sets
Model AUC1 AUC2
TwinBERTres 0.9010 0.9113
TwinBERTcos 0.8883 0.8743
TwinBERTres w/ FT 0.9030 0.9140
TwinBERTcos w/ FT 0.8926 0.8953
TwinBERTres w/ ASYM+FT 0.9033 0.9127
TwinBERTcos w/ ASYM+FT 0.8982 0.9057
be discussed in this section independently, as they are orthogonal
to the design of TwinBERT model.
5.4.1 Actual label fine-tuning. In the standard training process,
TwinBERT model learns parameters from so labels generated by a
teacher model. Actual label ne-tuning adds a round of ne-tuning
based on the editorial labels post the standard training process.
Learning rate was further tuned down to 2e-5. e ne-tuning step
took 2 epochs to converge. e rst 4 rows of Table 4 give the AUC
of TwinBERT models w/ and wo/ actual label ne-tuning on the
same test sets used in the relevance experiment. On TwinBERTres,
the improvements are 0.22% and 0.3%, while on TwinBERTcos, the
improvements are much more signicant (0.48% and 2.4%). e
gains demonstrate positive eect of actual label ne-tuning on both
models. Oen, a teacher model establishes the upper bound of the
performance of student models, and it is worth pointing out that the
ne-tuned TwinBERTres has already beat the teacher model on both
sets by 0.21% and 0.03%, which indicates that by introducing actual
labels, the ne-tuning step can bring in additional information.
5.4.2 Asymmetric training. In the current architecture of Twin-
BERT model, to keep the structure simple, parameters are shared
between encoders, while asymmetric parameter training could po-
tentially bring higher performance. To further explore the eect,
TwinBERT models were retrained with independent parameters
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between the encoders. All other training parameters for both stan-
dard training and label ne-tuning stayed the same. e last 4 rows
of Table 4 give the AUC of models w/ and wo/ asymmetric training.
On TwinBERTcos, asymmetric training brings 0.63% and 1.2% AUC
gains on two test sets, which means TwinBERTcos does benet
from the more complex conguration. However, on TwinBERTres,
even though training loss has slightly drop, AUC shows +0.03% and
-0.14% dierences on two test sets suggesting asymmetric is barely
eective when crossing layer is more complex.
5.5 Overall Results
In summary, the best TwinBERT model (TwinBERTres) achieves
3.4% and 0.17% AUC improvements over C-DSSM and BERT3 stu-
dent models following the teacher-student framework, which demon-
strates its eectiveness in distilling knowledge from a BERT-like
teacher model. On top of that, actual label ne-tuning and asym-
metric training help boosting the performance with another 0.26%
incremental gain. Overall, the best TwinBERT model outper-
forms C-DSSM and BERT3 models by 3.7% and 0.42% while
also beats the teacher model, BERT12, by 0.24%.
5.6 Inference Time
To test the inference time, we implemented TwinBERT and the
baseline models using PyTorch based on [35] and ran benchmarks
on a workstation with the following conguration: Intel® Core™ i7-
4790 CPU @ 3.6GHz and 32.0GB memory. To eliminate the impact
of noise on queries, we evaluated the average inference time on
1,000 queries and the results are summarized in Table 5.
One of the benets of TwinBERT compared to BERT is that the
two inputs are decoupled and if the query stays the same, there is
no need to regenerate the query embedding. is could be more
clearly explained by the time complexity of TwinBERT and BERT
w.r.t number of queries (Nq ) and number of keywords (Nk ). e
time complexity of TwinBERT isO(TeNq (1+Nk )+TcNqNk ), while
it isO(TBNqNk ) for a BERT model. Here, we useTe ,Tc ,TB to denote
the time cost of a single encoder in TwinBERT model, the crossing
layer in TwinBERT model and BERT model respectively. Another
benet of TwinBERT is that, in certain scenarios like sponsored
search, the keyword embeddings could be pre-computed and loaded
in memory so there’s no computation for keyword encoding at run-
time. us, the time complexity of TwinBERT during serving could
be even simplied to O(TeNq + TcNqNk ). In Table 5, QEL refers
to the number of query encoding loops and the boolean factor
(Memory) indicates if the keyword embeddings are in memory.
e number of keywords is another important factor to consider
when talking about eciency for the initial retrieval phase and
renement/ranking phase aer. More specically, it impacts the
time complexity of the evaluation of crossing layers in TwinBERT
model O(TcNqNk ) and the evaluation of BERT model O(TBNqNk ).
In the test, the average number of keywords per query is designed
to be 100.
e rst two rows in Table 5 correspond to the inference time
for TwinBERTcos and TwinBERTres to score 100 keywords per
query assuming only the query-side encoder and crossing layer are
performed. e computation cost of cosine similarity is much lower
than residual network, which leads to the 8ms dierence. Compared
Table 5: Average inference time for TwinBERT, BERT3 and
BERT12 over 1,000 queries. QEL refers to the number of
query encoding loops.
Model QEL Memory Inf. time (ms)
TwinBERTcos 1
√
14
TwinBERTres 1
√
22
TwinBERTres 1 1,077
TwinBERTres 100 2,144
BERT3 100 1,699
BERT12 100 9,282
to the last two rows of BERT3 and BERT12, where the query and
keyword are concatenated and encoded as a whole, the eciency
of TwinBERTres is 77 and 422 times faster. With TwinBERTcos, the
eciency is even 121 and 663 times faster. Moreover, if the keyword
embeddings are generated at run-time, the overall inference time
is still beer than BERT3 according to Row 3 and Row 5. However,
if the query embedding is also repeatedly generated, the inference
time of TwinBERT becomes higher than BERT3 as listed in Row 4.
6 TWINBERT IN PRODUCTION SYSTEM
TwinBERT models have been successfully deployed in the backend
of a major sponsored search system and are proved to be very
eective and ecient in both retrieval and relevance tasks with
acceptable latency. e models achieved 90+% of the incremental
gains observed from a ne-tuned BERT12 model and bad ads in
online impressions decreased by 10+% in production. However,
the additional serving cost is minimum even on CPUs, compared
to the service of a BERT12 model which is not feasible on CPUs
but requires hundreds of GPUs. On query side, model is served
with onnx runtime online and the latency of TwinBERT inference
is less than 10ms on average, which could be shadowed by other
serving components if it is not on a critical path. On document
side, embeddings are prepared oine and indexed in a distributed
database for serving. At run-time, only the latency of crossing
layers is introduced to the overall latency, which is subtle in a
distributed serving system. In addition, the embeddings could be
mapped to a lower dimension to further improve the eciency of
crossing layers and also reduce the cost on storage in practise.
7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
e TwinBERT model presented in this paper successfully adapts
the technical advances from the pre-trained language models to
the area of information retrieval. Decoupling the two inputs and
pre-computing embeddings oine improve eciency by 77+ and
422+ times on BERT3 and BERT12 on a presumable number of
100 queries, which enables real-time online serving on CPUs. e
innovations on network layers manage to keep majority of the
performance gain from BERT12, which makes TwinBERT eective
in both retrieval and relevance tasks.
TwinBERT models have demonstrated to be as eective as BERT-
Base model. Going forward, more experiments need to be con-
ducted to evaluate the performance with a teacher model that has
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larger capacity such as BERT-Large. Furthermore, TwinBERT mod-
els are developed based on original Transformer. As the increas-
ing demand of model performance, further improvement could be
achieved through innovations on Transformer.
To make the presentation pragmatic and intuitive, TwinBERT is
introduced in the context of information retrieval. However, Twin-
BERT is not constrained by a specic problem domain. Looking
forward, eorts will be spent on other domains such as question
answering.
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